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Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>

Direct to Sally KSLaw.com We require IMMEDIATE representation Nov 4, 2007
forward.
Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>
Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 9:22 PM
To: syates@kslaw.com
Cc: marissa cordero <mgcdesignshop@gmail.com>, "Ronald Talion. Phil inventors Assoc Meet Mon apr 16 4pm"
<rtalion@yahoo.com>, Charlie Paparelli <charlie@paparelli.com>, Roberto de lara <RobertoDelara27@gmail.com>,
Atty Cleveland Buela <Cleve_Buela@yahoo.com>, "Pastor Greco Belgica, Jeremiah Lawyer Father butch .vineyard
Palace Church" <MDsalazar.BaadLaw@gmail.com>, "B666 Felix Macapagal, Captain Joel Zumulta ?-Kagawad
Bensar ordonez -nov 6 2017" <kennethMacapagal@gmail.com>, Nathanial Laxa Usnavy Antiterrorist Trainer
<nellaxa2011@yahoo.com>
WHEN will our military escort us since we did ask for Political Asylum from ROSE and others in Atlanta
Sept 25, 2011 Langley AirFORCE base to present most historical moment.
Entire humanity BENEFITS when ANY required Press Conference is held. We remain threatened by ANY criminal
who sees what we have been doing summer of 2010 forward as we were publish delivering last world Social DOJ
DOD system to world and leaders then and now. That was the true target of ROSE and others we call DARK
Forces who run the deep web some call the DEEP State. No one including us know the full extent of their crime
enterprises for ROSE and others already infitrated so many GOV and Corporate database and staff using
AGILELAW.com (atlanta) and other resources he STOLE from us and other top R&D scientists. History shows this
occurs all the time. as we are the observers of historical events sent by GOD and after acception his call, went
fulltime creating solutions for mankind. This was Noah, Abraham, Moses, Christ, Martin Luther, Dr Martin Luther,
and other saints who died because they represented GOD and all humanity. We pass judgment on NO One since
corruption is legalized we have now legalized Passing JUDGMENT on anyone using EVOTE.ONE. This also full
fills revelation as this is the ultimate society checks and balances including ways and means funding to achieve
total world social equity equality.
The time lined evidenced required to turn over to any law enforcement is also spiritual based. Nov 4, 1958 is
Sherry Duncans b'day call her 7708250500 as surely she will object. Please voice record all conversations as we
have done. Ask her to drive to meet you.makes perfect common sense.
The focus has always been Robert DEE ROSE FOIA.one IID 1-19710401-1 (integrity rating return -99 = death
row). For he is the original prime criminal behind the most profitable cyber crime terrorist group in USA world
history with Alexander Cyclone Covey of AgileLaw.com
The entire new economic system was ready for mass publication in summer of 2011. Because ROSE as cyber
hack tracking us from about summer of 2008 onward, there is NO REASON why USA DOJ and Military have NOT
asked for our help using our completed methodology that truly replace, bypass, and transforms all known systems
of government, corporations, and law enforcement operations.
Not only are these crimes against humanity reality of treason, espionage, sedition, murder, money laundrying of
trillions of $$, our R&D scientist groups have always provided the best counter terrorism solutions that are both
simple and easy to use deploy.

You and DOJ + DOD + military + TRUMP +
PRESS have never had any option but to
contact us and find out what we do to
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BENEFIT humanity.
When do you call us even BEFORE you
call TRUMP.
The prime reason we have not gone public earlier is clear. 900 days in HELL JAIL delayed our broadcast
productions (filmmaker documentaries are our expertise also).
We have NEVER had any confirmation that ROSE is being investigated or SEIZED as required by Patriot Act of
2001. We believe he may have been involved in 9-11 as he operated HomeWaves.com LightLogicsINC, Secure
Inc, and over 20 other shell shelf registered companies per GA state website. His digital footprint over internet, all
traces of his mega million $$ companies GONE. Easy as that is his terrorist business. We know for we operated
all aspects of his Homewaves.com Nov 4, 2007 to Jan 14, 2008 when he threatened our lives thinking he would
never pay back the original $109,800 promissary notes due March 2008. After filing lawsuit and Pierce the Corp
Veil with Atty Jimmy Deal Norcross GA at cost of $80,000 uSD, we won Forsyth County GA judgment 08SC-1345
we also have on recovery file.
We are the ONLY ones who tracked ROSE and his crime enterprises this entire time, over internet legally and
hiring sub contractors to monitor him so DOJ and MILITARY would seize him.
NO effort has been successful for the reasons we have observed and published. We then provided published
solutions to PREVENT any investigation from being hacked, destroyed, forged and to actually PROTECT the
VICTIMS. That is the use of IID that ties any investigator, lawyer, judge, witness, investigator, literally everyone
into one required Chain of Evidence. This is the most extreme case of Injustice as we ethically document
everything and even DATE each filename so easy to retrieve by new Super GOOGLE search engine all storing
everything in FOIA.ONE and cross linked to all other databases in the world.
Migration of all data and systems are actually easy. We mastered this many times over 35 years of fulltime
consulting for AT&T, Bellsouth, IBM, Dupont, Cox Communication, and over 28 fast path consulting architecture
engineering projects completed in record time.
THis most deadly and profitable CRIME spree will ONLY stop with DOJ, DOD, TRUMP, PRESS, and viral social
media campaign of all time.
IF we COULD call/contact/visit Military, DOJ, Trump, Congress we WOULD as soon as any crime occurred. Since
we have been criminally threatened by murder for hire conspiracies so many times, we DO request Political
Asylum from world militaries including China, Russia, anyone for most obvious reason of:
These systems are indeed divine ordained most extensive systems. If the public understands the true crime
network, certainly they will riot and cause international Protests and WARS. there are groups of criminals who
plot world depopulation. Few know who they are. With our simple reverse back tracking IP and IID methods, they
will surrender or be manhunted down by citizens, police, the military as a last resort.
the LAST Resort we personally used was to GO to MILITARY sept 25, 2011 to request safe haven as the demo
gun in our trunk had NOTHING to do with anything. That ONE visit triggered (literally and non humerous) the
greatest escape of all time. Only ONE person , Dr Williams declared to AG that I was NOT dangerous ) as ALL
my rights were denied at all levels other wise I would BE DEAD by now as a drugged out vegetable that was also
TRIED by my ex wife Spring 2009 when my own family testified I was a DRUG ADDICT, threatening people with a
gun. NEVER happened.
This crime sequence ALWAYS turned over to our lawyers, DOJ, and PRESS and published as THAT is the true
reason why I continue to request a SIMPLE DEBRIEF, ESCORT to WASHINGTON to debrief AG Chris Carr (we
contacted him recently) as tens of thousand of persons have already been contacted and debriefed.
DEAD SILENCE always the result since FEW care or see our world is about to implode.....
The published methodology is indeed 95% complete and ready to be ratified by evote by humanity. This
announcement by ANY world leader will result in total world peace. For anyone who objects clearly has something
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to hide and will be required to provide BEST-BETTER solutions or be subject to audit of everything they own.
Proxy system is also permitted, yet every person who owns assets or trades must be URL linked in FOIA.ONE.
WE do FEAR World WAR 4 just like everyone else. WW3 started 1957 Korean war with Russian Sputnik
launch. We were born 9 months later.
The other datelines are spiritual.
Oct 3, 2011 we were kidnap threatened by antiChrist Rose. 3.5 years to the day we stood in Emmaus, Jerusalem
during Holy week and broadcast the entire way. 3.5 years later to the day Oct 3, 2018 we RETURNED to
TESTIFY to FBI Atlanta GA CID LYNN and were drugged again for 5.5 weeks and assaulted Oct 15, 2018 again
(broke nose, jaw, and eye socket) NO ONE cared or intervened this entire time.
Returned to Manila 2019 Jan 12 after being checkpointed by IM Oct 5 and almost not boarded since I had NO
MONEY to pay for required return flight. as I HAVE asked for duel citizenship and political Asylem this entire time.
CAN this be ANY MORE CRIMINAL? answer NO: SInce we (I) are worth trillions in Intellectual Property and
confirmed highest IQ knowledge and ultimate wisdom, WHO is left to protect our crusaders. ONLY TRUMP,
DUTERTE, PUTIN, and even ANY military Special Forces anti-terrorist group. For THEY also benefit by mass
publicity by simply announcing the most powerful broadcast in history scripted top left PDF file SolutionPeace.com
THAT have the solution set to unify mankind.
If we have mispelled or misspoke or done anything, we do most humbly apoligize and ask why NO ONE has ever
filed any libel or slander suit or any LEGAL document evidence to show we violated or committed ANY crime.
These persons DO NOT EXIST. We have shown and experienced personally our entire lives and are the KEY
EYE WITNESS alive to testify to WORLD on any matters of state of our universe.
We do have published methodology on interstellar travel and all electric digital crime free society. that alone will
motivate disrupt all society.
For everything is at INDIVIDUAL level. the One degree of separation is reality with just a few Press conferences
and transfer of ALL crime wealth once these broadcasts are made.
We even went to GMA in Manila today asking the TOP CEO to host press conferences since even DUTERTES
officers have been dead silent for OTHER reasons. They are all typical fighting political warfare over WHO
controls who and what.
NOW that you have PERSONALLY DISPATCHED MILITARY as REQUIRED by our most humble request and
using Constitutional Laws to protect the lone survivor who is ALSO the author of our new world society
UNIOCRACY.org
WHEN will military escort arrive, debrief, warrant they are protecting my teams, and FLY us back to Washington.
We are already BOOKING World Leader Summit Conferences now yet lack any of our own BILLIONS or
TRILLIONS of real $$$ USD to even book these conference halls..
NONE of these sequence timeline dramas has ever been more dramatic or dead serious. We will not survive
much longer without MILITARY, DOJ, DUTERTE, or even OTHER angel philantrophists to contact and escort us.
FOR ELON MUSK, Bill Gates, Warren Buffet have escort groups and required jet planes. THEY all profit also by
joining our unification crusader groups. As they have control over trillions of USD of resources and now how to
fast path develop and deploy our supporting intellectual solutions.
We always recognize and admit our brains are different as we operate some 10 to 15 years ahead of society.
Therefore we are naive sometimes and shock stunned so many named and IID criminals rule our world.
WHEN will you call personally. as YOU are also on the Norfolk VA 4:11cr112. we will suspend the legal bounty on
you for just a little while as clearly we did realize just 3 days ago you had NO CLUE who I was or that NO
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Violation had occurred. you or ?? some red paper tape conspiracy signed your name. Another cyber crime error
we eliminated LONG ago. ASK us or just see client3635.wix.com/SolutionBF that eliminates ALL fraud, bank
thefts, and ID theft forever once VIDEO is linked to all transaction confirmations and use of the rolling PIN
sequence number is used. AGAIN. total WORLD PEACE>
OF COURSE we publish everything of true merit value. THIS is the legacy heritage of FOIA.ONE deposited for
the next generations.

WHEN will be escorted. we were ready Sept
26, 2011.
forward...
Keith Duncan (63)917-335-4300 in Manila for world to contact now!
kDuncan2005@Gmail.com SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2
#1 World Evangelist Fore-founding Father of your new world society UNIocracy.org
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of eVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE = Universal Reformation Movement.
SolutionMilitary.com ends all Terrorism, Crime, and Politics forever.
SolutionPeace.com SolutionManifesto.com remain the only KEY SOLUTIONS to all world problems.

Support and Fund BuiltByKeith.com NGO INC teams today 2019
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